1. IS THERE A PUZZLE REGARDING UNJUST LAW?

In the short chapter ‘Law’ in *Justice for Hedgehogs*, Ronald Dworkin says that ‘the puzzle of evil law’ has had a ‘prominent place in seminars on legal theory’ despite the fact that it is of ‘almost no practical importance’. In his view, the puzzle is primarily about cases where judges find themselves faced with the problem of enforcing such a law. Should we say that the judges should not enforce it because it is unjust, or that they should not enforce it because it is not law? Since we are agreed on the practical outcome—judges should not enforce it—Dworkin claims that the ‘ancient jurisprudential problem is close to a verbal dispute’.

Dworkin was driven to confront the dispute in earlier work because his position is a natural law one in that he denies the Separation Thesis of legal positivism that there is no necessary connection between law and morality. Since natural law positions seem committed to the proposition that a law that violates the connection between law and morality is likely invalid, at the least legally suspect, the existence of unjust law confronts them with a stark problem. To use the classical formula, Dworkin has to be committed in some important sense to the proposition, *lex injusta non est lex*—an unjust law is not law—which means he has to face the predicament for his theory created by the sheer facticity of unjust laws and illegitimate legal systems.

Indeed, in *Justice for Hedgehogs*, Dworkin seemed to strengthen his natural law commitments by deeming it a pervasive mistake for legal theory, one which he himself had made, to suppose that the issue is whether there is a connection between ‘two different intellectual domains’ or ‘systems:’ (i) law, which ‘belongs to a particular community’, and (ii) morality, which does not, because ‘it
consists of a set of standards that have imperative force for everyone’. Law, on this mistaken view, is ‘made by human beings’ and it is a contingent fact what its content is, whereas morality is ‘not made by anyone … and it is not contingent on any human decision or practice’.5

Dworkin suggested that we should replace the ‘two-systems’ picture of legal theory with a ‘one-system picture’.6 ‘Legal rights are political rights, but a special branch because they are properly enforceable on demand through adjudicative and coercive institutions without need for further legislation or lawmaking activity’.7 Moreover, in the manuscript version of Justice for Hedgehogs, though not in the book, Dworkin said that it would be counterintuitive to think that ‘most of the subjects of most of the political communities over history had no moral duty to obey the laws of their community’.8

The puzzle of unjust law faces natural lawyers because they accept that among the most important determinants of law are social facts—facts about the criteria of legal validity in a particular legal order, whether for legislation, judge-made law, administrative rule-making, even customary law. When, as a matter of fact, individuals or groups with the authority to do so act in accordance with these criteria, law comes into existence. Only this aspect of law can explain why, for example, we distinguish between the law of the United States of America and the law of Canada and why we do not suppose that we can find out the law of either by asking what kind of law would it be morally best for either jurisdiction to have made.

Natural lawyers, however, can be understood as supposing that the authority of law is also grounded in moral facts.9 Consider that Dworkin’s ‘interpretivism’ holds that in a ‘hard case’, the ideal judge decides the case by extracting a theory from the relevant positive law that shows the law, and the legal order as whole, in its best moral light. Whatever answer the theory gives to the legal question posed by the case is the ‘right answer’, the answer that the judge is under a legal and moral duty to give. Dworkin’s position is thus plausibly understood as claiming that the authority of law (as
he would put it, law’s ability to justify coercion) is grounded by that moral theory.

We shall see below that Dworkin came to reject this understanding of law’s authority because it leaves him vulnerable to the following kind of objection. In an illegitimate legal system, one dedicated overall to extreme injustice, the best explanation of the law will surely be that it is the product of a morally repugnant ideology. Dworkin must thus suppose that a judge is under a legal duty to apply the repugnant ideology in hard cases since that ideology grounds the authority of the law in that order. It was on this basis that in 1984 a South African law professor, and adherent of Dworkin’s interpretivism, urged the liberal judges on the South African bench to resign. He argued that at that stage in apartheid a judge had no choice but to see that the only theory that could explain the law was a white supremacist ideology; and hence that judges were under a legal duty to use that theory to resolve questions about what the law required.10 And critics of Dworkin’s position used the apartheid legal order as an example that showed why Dworkin’s interpretivism had to be rejected.11

We shall also see below that Dworkin’s response to this objection landed him in a dilemma between the natural law position that very unjust laws are invalid and the legal positivist position that if they are valid we should say that the laws are so unjust that they should be disobeyed. I have indicated that he sought to draw the sting from this dilemma by saying that it did not matter which limb one embraces because all will agree on the practical outcome—the judge should not apply such laws. But the obvious positivist response is that the limb that requires the judge to deny that a valid law is law replicates the mysteries of the natural law tradition, one that ultimately precludes ‘the possibility of morally illegitimate legal systems’.12 In contrast, legal positivism, with its focus on law as a matter of social facts, can support the limb that permits the judge unmysteriously to say, ‘This law is valid but too unjust to apply’. Moreover, since positivism denies in its Separation Thesis that there is any necessary connection between law and morality,13 it does not face any puzzle.
If this conclusion were so easily reached, there would be no puzzle about unjust law for philosophy of law and philosophers of law would all be positivists. Seminars in legal theory would not have to discuss the merits of natural law positions, unless the seminars were focused on the history of legal thought. In that case, natural law could be brought out briefly from the dustbin of debunked theories, in much the same way as the command theory of HLA Hart’s utilitarian predecessors Bentham and Austin gets a cursory glance in such seminars, usually through the lens of Hart’s summaries of their position. And just as Dworkin suggested that the problem of unjust law is an unproductive distraction, at times legal positivists suggest that legal theory is needlessly distracted by natural law positions, since these are not general theories of law, but projects for legal reform or (the charge against Dworkin) parochial theories of adjudication suited to one jurisdiction.

But even if one accepts that there is no puzzle of unjust law for legal positivism, positivists have been much preoccupied with unjust law. Hart in *The Concept of Law* devoted considerable space to explaining just why legal positivism’s ‘wider concept of law’, one which includes the study of valid legal rules with an unjust content, is to be preferred to the ‘narrower concept’ of the natural law tradition, which he thought must deem such rules not to be law and thus not fit for jurisprudential analysis. And positivism’s facility with dealing with unjust law, exemplified in the Nazi legal system, is the motif of much of Hart’s 1958 article ‘Positivism and the Separation of Law and Morals’ that set the stage both for that book and for debates in legal philosophy in the latter half of the last century. Hart is best understood as arguing that positivism should be accepted because it has the correct theory of the nature of law and that an additional distinct advantage of the theory is its facility with clarifying the moral issues raised by unjust law. But his preoccupation with unjust law could lead one to suppose that one should adopt legal positivism because of that facility. Indeed, Scott Shapiro complains in his impressive attempt to redirect legal positivism that,
Whether trying to debunk the law’s pretensions to authority, or constructing a general theory of law, legal positivists have spent an excessive amount of time focusing on morally inadequate systems and tailoring their theories to fit those regimes. Their obsession with the Nazis and the Problem of Evil, however, has blinded them to a basic jurisprudential truth; a wicked regime is a botched legal system, much as ‘the Earth is flat’ is a failed scientific theory.17

Shapiro is not admitting here that legal positivism has a problem responding to unjust law. Rather his point is that we should take as our paradigm for understanding law not law as the instrument of injustice, but law when it is doing what we think law in its nature does; in Shapiro’s view, establishing plans that make it possible to solve pressing moral problems in complex societies that only the institution of law can solve. Like Dworkin, Shapiro regards unjust law as a distraction from what should be the main project of philosophy of law, though unlike Dworkin, he regards the existence of unjust law as a refutation of any natural law position, because the content of the legal plan can just as well be apartheid ideology as, say, liberal democracy.18

However, as I shall argue below, and as Shapiro acknowledges, a different problem does arise for legal positivism.19 Recall that the problem of unjust law seems to arise directly for natural law positions because they deny in one or other way the Separation Thesis. On the other side of the ledger, their claim about morality makes it easier for them to explain that law is not only a matter of social facts, but also something that has authority over its subjects. Legal authorities have or at least claim the right, we might say, to tell subjects what to do.20 And we can plausibly suppose, as I suggested in my sketch of Dworkin’s interpretive theory, that if law had the moral basis to it that a natural law position claimed, that basis would ground law’s claim to authority.

Legal positivists accept that philosophy of law must explain law’s authority. Consider that in The Concept of Law, Hart identified as one of the three ‘recurrent issues’ of legal philosophy the fact
that both moral and legal rules share a vocabulary of obligation—‘they withdraw certain areas of conduct from the free option of the individual to do as he likes’. Moreover, Hart said that ‘one idea’, ‘that of justice … seems to unite both fields’ and that justice ‘is both a virtue specially appropriate to law and the most legal of virtues. We think and talk of “justice according to law” and yet also of the justice or injustice of the laws’.21

These facts alone, Hart said, ‘suggest the view that law is best understood as a “branch” of morality or justice’ which leads to the assertion that ‘an unjust law is not a law’. But that assertion, he continued, has the ‘same ring of exaggeration and paradox if not falsity, as “statutes are not laws” or “constitutional law is not law”’. And it has that ring because of the important differences between legal and moral rules.22 Not least among these differences, he noted later in the book, is that moral rules and principles are immune ‘from deliberate change’; hence, ‘the idea of a moral legislature with competence to make and change morals, as legal enactments make and change law, is repugnant to the whole notion of morality’.23 In other words, Hart argued for a two-systems picture, according to which law is contingent and subject to deliberate change by the body empowered to make that change, whereas morality is not.

Yet Hart also warned against overreacting to natural law in a way that reduces law to facts that require no explanation of the vocabulary of obligation that law and morality share.24 He rejected the command model of law—law is comprised of the commands of a legally unlimited sovereign backed by threats—in part because, as he famously put it, ‘Law is surely not the gunman situation writ large, and legal order is surely not to be thus simply identified with compulsion’.25 And such acknowledgement faces legal positivism with its own puzzle—how to generate the ‘ought’ of legal authority from the ‘is’ of social facts. Positivism sets itself the task of showing that the social facts of law are somehow also normative facts, but in a way that does not make the mistake of supposing that the obligations that arise from these facts are moral in nature.
I shall argue in Section 2 that one puzzle does lead to the other, that Hart’s incorporation of a specifically legal idea of authority into philosophy of law raises very starkly for legal positivism the kinds of problems that we shall in Section 3 see also plague Dworkin’s position. Indeed, the problem of unjust law, whether it manifests itself in the relation between legal subject and law or judge and law, serves mainly to point to a deeper problem about how to reconcile our intuitions that law is both a matter of fact and a matter of authority. That deeper problem manifests itself when a judge has to apply such a law to an individual. Sections 4 and 5 sketch how a modified version of Dworkin’s theory, one that is enhanced with Lon L. Fuller’s account of legality, might respond to the problems, thus illuminating the path forward for legal philosophy. Section 6 is a coda that briefly explores some implications of the argument for current debates in philosophy of law.

Three preliminary points help to frame the overall argument. The first is methodological. In my own work, I adopt a method of ‘integrative jurisprudence’ that combines inquiry into politics, morality and history. As I understand it, this method takes seriously the pragmatist claim that all inquiry must be answerable to experience. Philosophy of law’s answerability requires a mix of painstaking attention to actual legal experience, as well as painstaking attention to the minutiae of debates within legal philosophical positions that attend to the relevant aspects of the experience. This chapter is an exercise in the latter mode of analysis with the former side relied on in a summary of past work towards the end.

The second point is terminological. I shall use the term ‘unjust’ rather than ‘evil’ to describe the kind of law that creates the problem that is my focus. No natural law position argues for the anarchist claim that law is not law merely because it seems unjust to me. Rather, law is not law only when it is extremely unjust by some objective moral standard, and I shall use ‘unjust’ in this sense. Moreover, as I shall argue below, that standard has to be internal to law. Law ceases to be law only when it fails by its own moral standards, which have to do with maintaining the equal status as
persons of the individuals law addresses. In other words, a natural law position holds that there is a moral order immanent in the law as we find it, in social facts about the law as it is, and this moral order responds to the problem of extremely unjust laws. The legal positivist tradition that Joseph Raz describes as ‘realist and unromantic’, 27 in its outlook on the law would be part of an opposing tradition that does not think that the legal world as we find it has the resources to respond to such injustice, so it consigns the problem elsewhere; we might say, from the legal to the moral system. The difference between using ‘unjust’ (and therefore manageable by law) and ‘evil’ (and therefore unmanageable by law) as the description of such laws should therefore indicate which tradition one belongs to, though as we have seen with Dworkin, actual debate is not precise in this way. 28

The final point is about the implications of the debate about unjust law, which often seems to those observing it strange because it is a debate about law in distant places or times. 29 However, as I shall argue below, the debate does matter to those who think that their legal orders are more or less just, or at any rate not unjust, because it helps to alert them to problems of injustice that might be otherwise hard to detect. Indeed, law itself helps in this regard in that the commitment to governing through law helps to bring injustice to the surface as a problem that the legal order needs to solve in order to maintain itself in good legal shape.

In other words, the puzzle of unjust law is a permanent problem for legal theory. One might even say with only slight exaggeration that it is the problem for legal theory, if philosophy of law is principally about explaining law’s authority. And it is important to appreciate this because the problem is not only theoretical but also practical. It is a permanent problem for us, whoever we are, in that injustice is often both ineradicable and hard to see, especially by those who are its beneficiaries or at least not its immediate victims, and even sometimes by the victims themselves. This last claim might appear to be so obvious as to be trite. But what makes it neither obvious nor trite is that it is a claim about law’s role in both justice and injustice.
The idea that law can be both sword and shield—both the instrument of injustice and a bulwark against it—is not of course novel and the rule of law is usually and rightly invoked to explain the way in which law can be a bulwark, though its role as bulwark is not that easy to explain especially in the face of very unjust laws. The problem here is that explanations of the virtue of the rule of law tend to see its virtue as merely formal, as with legal positivists like Hart and Raz, or as too substantive, as with natural lawyers like Dworkin. If, as Hart put it in 1958, all that the rule of law can do when it comes to ‘hideously oppressive’ laws is ensure that they are applied with ‘pedantic impartiality’,30 abiding by the rule of law will make matters morally worse. Or as Raz put the same point in what may be the most widely cited essay on the rule of law in the last fifty years, one should not confuse the rule of law with the ‘rule of good law’. He went on:

A non-democratic legal system, based on the denial of human rights, on extensive poverty, on racial segregation, sexual inequalities, and religious persecution may, in principle, conform to the requirements of the rule of law better than any of the legal systems of the more enlightened Western democracies.31

The innocent seeming ‘in principle’ is, as I shall argue, what undermines Raz’s argument. For in practice the rule of law affords the legal subject the opportunity to ask an independent legal official to answer the question ‘But how can that be law for me?’ Moreover, that official will be able to draw on resources of principle that enable an answer to that question as long as the official is a legal official, that is, an official who is performing his or her role in a legal order.

2. THE PUZZLE FOR LEGAL POSITIVISM

In Part IV of his 1958 essay ‘Positivism and the Separation of Law and Morals’, Hart addresses the topic of unjust law in an engagement with Gustav Radbruch, the German philosopher of law. After
the war, Radbruch, in reaction to the horrors of Nazism and what he regarded as German lawyers’
complicity, advanced what became known as the ‘Radbruch Formula’: extreme injustice is no law.32
Hart vehemently rejects Radbruch’s claim that law’s role as an instrument of Nazi evil should
undermine the positivist commitment to the Separation Thesis. In particular, he was affronted by
Radbruch’s suggestion that the German legal profession’s commitment to a positivist view of law
had contributed to the horrors because the “‘positivist”’ slogan ‘law is law’ caused their failure to
‘protest against the enormities they were required to perpetrate in the name of the law’.33 Hart
accuses Radbruch of ‘naïveté’ because he had only ‘half digested the spiritual message of liberalism’,
the message in fact delivered by legal positivism: that ‘law is law’ tells us that law ‘is not morality’,
therefore, should not be thought to ‘supplant morality’.34

Hart seems to think that the point is sufficiently made by quoting a paragraph in which
Austin imagines a law that makes punishable by death an ‘act innocuous, or positively beneficial’. I
am tried and condemned for committing this act and object that it is ‘contrary to the law of God’,
that is, to natural law. Austin says that ‘the court of justice will demonstrate the inconclusiveness of
my reasoning by hanging me up, in pursuance of the law of which I have impugned the validity’.35
Hart appears to endorse Austin’s claim that this example shows that those who say that human laws
cease to be law if they conflict with ‘the fundamental principles of morality’ are talking ‘stark
nonsense’.36 Rather, they should ‘speak plainly’ and say ‘that laws may be law but too evil to be
obeyed’.37

But Hart suggests that he can add support for his position by going beyond a ‘mere
academic discussion’ to a problem of legal practice, the issue raised by the Grudge Informer Case. In
this case, as he understood things, a postwar German court found that a woman was guilty of the
crime of illegal deprivation of liberty for turning in her husband for making derogatory remarks
about Hitler. Such remarks were considered a crime under two Nazi statutes, and so the woman
claimed that what she did was not illegal. Thus the court had to rely on the Radbruch Formula in order to claim that the Nazi statutes were not really law.38

Hart’s argument is that the Radbruch Formula obscures the moral dilemma raised by the case: should one leave the woman unpunished or should one ‘sacrifice a very precious moral principle endorsed by most legal systems’, the principle against retroactive punishment?39 The formula does so because it requires the judges to pretend that valid law was not really law. The only way for the dilemma to be candidly faced if one thinks that the woman should be punished is, Hart asserts, for the legislature, fully conscious of the moral sacrifice involved, to ‘enact a frankly retroactive law’.40

Hence, Hart supposes that a correct moral appreciation of this difficult practical problem is facilitated by the Separation Thesis and that the Thesis is an important corrective to the sense in Germany that the decisions of postwar courts that deployed the formula signaled the triumph of natural law over legal positivism, a reaction that Hart describes as ‘hysteria’.41 Legal positivism, in contrast to natural law, permits us to ‘speak plainly’ by using ‘a moral condemnation which everybody can understand’ and which ‘makes an immediate and obvious claim to moral attention’. In contrast, an assertion that ‘these evil things are not law’ is one ‘many people do not believe’ and it raises ‘a whole host of philosophical issues before it can be accepted’.42

Most participants in the debate that followed Fuller’s response to Hart failed to notice that Hart implicitly relied on a difference between two perspectives in play in Part IV. There is the perspective of a citizen confronted by an unjust law and thus with the question of the moral evaluation of law’s claim that he is under a duty to obey the law. And there is the perspective of a judge confronted by the same unjust law, but with a question that has at least to be framed differently, even if we suppose that the answer is no different. For the judge’s question is whether she is under a duty to apply the law to whomever it affects, thus facing the affected subjects with the
first question.

It might seem that Hart should suppose that his own formula—‘Disobey unjust law, but
don’t deny its validity’— needs only a slight adaptation for the situation of judges—‘Do not apply
unjust law, but don’t deny its validity’. But both Austin in the paragraph Hart quoted and Hart
himself in his analysis of the Grudge Informer case reject this adaptation. Notice Austin’s deliberate
use of the phrase ‘court of justice’. His point is that the justice the law demands might be something
we should morally condemn; as Hart put it in the next section of the essay, the ‘justice in the
administration of the law’ is ‘not justice of the law’.43 But it seems that the judge qua judge is not
entitled to refuse to apply the law and Hart commits himself to the same view in reserving the
authority to retroactively invalidate the Nazi statutes to the legislature. For while Hart’s main point is
that something goes wrong when one pretends that a valid law is not law, in 1958 he did not appear
to think it permissible for a judge to engage in an exercise of frank retroactive invalidation of unjust
law or to refuse to apply it.

Now we might think that the question of whether judges have the authority to invalidate
retroactively is to be resolved by looking at facts about the jurisdiction and that Hart is making the
likely unproblematic assumption that postwar German judges did not have such authority. But why
does he deny to judges the option of refusing to apply unjust law if ‘law is law’ in the way that the
Separation Thesis insists we understand that slogan?

One possible answer is that the judge qua judge is under both a moral and a legal duty to
apply the law as she finds it. She is thus precluded from considering the moral considerations
external to law that the citizen should rely on when it comes to the question of obedience, or from
confronting the kind of moral dilemma that Hart thought was at stake in the Grudge Informer Case.
It would follow that unjust law does confront judges with a moral dilemma, since (to use Fuller’s
terminology) judges subscribe to an ‘ideal of fidelity to law’ that requires them to uphold the law,
whatever its content. In other words, the standing legal/moral duty for judges anywhere to apply the law whatever its content does face them with moral problems when the content is unjust, but the legal/moral duty side always overrides the purely moral duty side. Alternatively, one might say that judges are under a moral and legal duty to apply the law whatever its content, but that in the case of unjust law, they may weigh the moral costs of not doing their legal/moral duty against the moral costs of doing it.

Indeed, the dilemma becomes even more complex if one characterizes, as might seem more intuitive, the ‘very precious principle’ against retroactivity as a principle of *legality* endorsed by all legal orders. Such a characterization is not meant to contrast legality with morality, but, as Fuller argued, in order to point out that there are some moral principles that are intrinsic to legality. That Hart chose to describe the principle against retroactivity as ‘moral’ rather than ‘legal’ is significant, a point I shall come back to below. For the moment, I want to note that Hart, in my view, would have rejected both the alternatives set out in the last paragraph with the attendant moral complexity they raise. But that rejection is problematic in light of the elaboration of and changes in his position with the publication in 1961 of *The Concept of Law*.

Hart argues there that ‘obedience’ misleadingly describes what judges do when they apply the law since one can obey the law without supposing that this is the ‘right thing’ to do; for example, because one fears punishment. In contrast, courts have to adopt the ‘internal point of view’ according to which the ‘rule of recognition’—the ultimate rule of the legal order that certifies the validity of particular rules—provides ‘a public, common standard of correct judicial decision’.44 Indeed, if judges do not adopt that internal point of view, one of the ‘two minimum conditions necessary and sufficient for the existence of a legal system’ no longer obtains.45 Hence, it seems that judge are indeed under a standing obligation of some sort to apply the law of their jurisdiction whatever its content, which distinguishes their normative situation from the citizen’s.46 For the law
does create a legal obligation for the citizen, and thus faces him, in certain situations, with a clash between legal and moral duty. But since the legal duty seems morally inert on Hart’s view, we could say that the citizen is in a purely prudential dilemma—obey an unjust law or be punished. In contrast, the judge’s legal duty to apply the law seems normatively different from the morally inert, legal obligation of the citizen to obey, yet Hart remained anxious to insist that there is no moral component to it.

However, one has also to take into account that in *The Concept of Law* Hart seems to have changed his mind about the situation of the judge faced by unjust law. When he returns to the issues of Radbruch and the Grudge Informer Cases, he revises his own formula to read: ‘This is law; but it is too iniquitous to be applied or obeyed’. And Hart emphasizes that while he still thinks that the Separation Thesis helps to clarify the moral issues to which the existence of unjust law gives rise, one has to appreciate that the problem of morality and justice for a person who had to decide whether to obey an unjust law is ‘very different’ from the problem that the postwar courts faced. Thus in 1961 Hart clearly has in mind that the dilemma the courts faced was the moral dilemma he described in 1958 between letting the woman go unpunished and sacrificing the principle of *nulla poena sine lege*. But matters have to be more complicated, as I indicated, if only because the court that decides to punish the Grudge Informer has to say: ‘As a judge it is my duty to apply the law; the law requires that you not be punished; but I am going to punish you, because that is what my moral duty requires.’ The question remains how we give content to the idea of a duty to apply the law as found, if the law is morally inert as Hart seems to suggest in advocating the Separation Thesis.

Notice that if the Separation Thesis does not help to respond to such complexity, one of the reasons Hart advances for adopting the ‘wider’ or positivist concept of law that regards unjust law as morally but not legally problematic, is undermined, because the wider concept fails to assist ‘our moral deliberations’. Does that leave intact the other reason—that positivism is superior to natural
law theories because of the way it assists ‘our theoretical inquiries’? Hart thinks that it does. Natural law’s ‘narrower’ concept of law excludes from legal philosophy rules that are legally valid, but are beyond the moral pale; and it is the task of legal philosophy to ‘group and consider together as “law” all rules which are valid by the formal tests of a [legal] system …, even though some of them offend against a society’s own morality or against what we may hold to be an enlightened or true morality’.51

The natural lawyer can respond to Hart’s claims about both moral deliberation and theoretical inquiry in the following way. Hart’s concept of law fails to bring to light the moral complexity caused by the existence of unjust law because that concept cannot explain why a judge faced with such law is troubled in a way not reducible to the clash between two moral values that Hart detected in the Grudge Informer Case. And Hart cannot do so because his commitment to the Separation Thesis precludes him from supposing that the legal duty of the judge has any necessary moral quality to it.

Indeed, as we saw, Hart declines to call even the moral principle against retroactivity a legal principle, which is odd because the principle is not a free-standing moral principle, but one which has a place only within the institutional structure of a legal order. If he had said it was both legal and moral that would go some way to explaining why the postwar judges had both a moral and legal duty to apply the law as found that was not dependent on a contingent fact about their legal order. Rather, the judges would have a duty to uphold principles of legality, including the principle against retroactivity, because the internal point of view of judges anywhere requires a commitment to such principles. They are among the ‘conditions necessary and sufficient for the existence of a legal system’.

Notice that this point suffices to make the issue more than a failure to account for moral complexity. Hart’s theory of law might be seen as narrower than that of natural law because it does not include whatever feature of law gives law the moral quality that gives rise to such complexity, for
example, a legal/moral principle such as the principle against retroactivity, or whatever might
ground a standing obligation for judges to apply the law. Of course, Hart could respond as he did in
Part V of the 1958 essay, and was to do more elaborately in his later critiques of Fuller, that even if
such principles are necessary features of law, compliance with them is ‘unfortunately compatible
with very great iniquity’.52

Hart was, however, rather and perhaps deliberately ambiguous about this response. He
might have meant that no important connection between law and morality emerges out of the fact
that law has to conform to principles of legality to be law, because even though the principles of
legality are moral, the moral quality they give to law is so weak that it is easily outweighed by other
moral considerations. But, as he sometimes indicated, and as Raz was to argue in an important essay
on the rule of law,53 on the positivist view, such principles are not moral. They serve only to make
law into a more effective instrument of the goals enacted into law, so that one’s moral focus can be
that of the citizen on the moral merits of the content of the law. But if that argument is correct, we
are still left with the question of what feature of law makes it authoritative.

Perhaps more importantly, Hart’s objection to natural law theory that it narrows the scope
of philosophy of law by consigning the study of unjust laws to some other discipline than
philosophy of law has to be matched with an objection that positivism consigns all moral questions
that arise about unjust law to other disciplines, thus impoverishing philosophy of law. To say with
Austin that ‘[t]he existence of law is one thing, its merit or demerit another’,54 is to assert that the
other thing—the question of obedience to law—is a matter for moral, not legal philosophy.

Similarly, Hart argued in 1958 that in cases where it is controversial what the law requires,
judges have to legislate by deciding the matter in accordance with their view of what law ought to
be. He offered two reasons why one should not infer from the necessity of such judicial reliance on
‘oughts’ that there is a necessary connection between law and morality. First, this kind of decision
takes place in the ‘penumbra’ of uncertainty about what the law requires, in contrast to the
determinate ‘core’ of settled law. Hence, all philosophy of law can say about such decision-making
is that it amounts to an act of discretion or judicial legislation based, at least ultimately, on extra-legal
considerations. Second, the judicial sense of the appropriate ought will be contingent not only on
the judge but also on the legal order, so we should see that the oughts operative in the penumbra
might be highly immoral.

Hart offered as an example an ought that he thinks might have informed the interpretation
of the Nazi judges who convicted and sentenced to death the husband of the Grudge Informer:
‘What sentence would both terrorize the public at large and keep the friends and family of the
prisoner in suspense so that both hope and fear would cooperate as factors making for
subservience?’ Hart notes that the ‘prisoner of such a system would be regarded simply as an
object to be used in pursuit of these aims’, but, he says, this would ‘still be an intelligent and
purposive’ decision and ‘from one point of view the decision would be as it ought to be’.

The first reason is for Hart the more important one. The second is offered as a kind of ad
hominem refutation of those who might ‘invite’ us to accept a different description, one offered by a
Dworkinian account of adjudication whose main features Hart succinctly and presciently outlined in
1958. In other words, the first reason is that ‘legislation’ accurately describes what judges do in
such cases, whereas the other reason points out that those who suggest that there are values inherent
in the law that determine morally and legally right answers are committed to supposing absurdly that
the immoral point of view Hart sketches in his example can tell the judge what he morally speaking
ought to do.

Hart appears to think that the kind of ought in his example is legally unproblematic.
Consider, however, the point of view of the prisoner who has to regard himself as, in Hart’s own
words, ‘an object to be used in pursuit of these aims’. Why may the prisoner not draw on the
resources of Hart’s legal positivism and say that he is the victim of a gunman situation writ large, not a legal order that purports to exercise authority over him? Put differently, it is one thing for Austin to say that the execution of the condemned man in the example Hart quotes in refutation of Radbruch proves the man’s mistake in saying that the law was no law, since Austin’s theory of law is that law is the commands of an uncommanded commander backed by threats. But it is altogether another thing for Hart, who rejects that theory, to say of the person objectified in this way that he should regard as authoritative the directive that consigns him to prison and execution— that he should regard the directive as having changed his normative situation, however undeniably it changed his physical situation.

Moreover, a law that told judges to impose the harshest sentence possible in a bid to intimidate the population, no matter what the criminal law of their land directed them to do, would be a very odd law, legally speaking. It would tell judges to act arbitrarily in violation of part of the law directly relevant to their decision. As HO Pappe pointed out, the law did not in fact tell judges to act so, since large parts of pre-Nazi German law survived into the Nazi period, including the law under which the Grudge Informer was prosecuted. That point is subject to a challenge that the presence of such resources for judges was entirely contingent, and I shall come back to this issue in Section 4. But we should note that Pappe also argued that one should be a little slower than Hart in getting to the conclusion that such an ought—one from ‘a point of view’ that made the wishes of party officials the standard—could be made into a legal standard, another issue I shall return to.

Hence, the question of the role of legal oughts in the interpretive process, which Hart thinks he can put aside when he deals with Radbruch and the Grudge Informer Case, potentially complicates his assumption that the problem is how to respond to law that is clearly law and clearly unjust. For there is a prior question in the situation of unjust law about both whether there is law at all and if there is, what its content is. But even to see that question requires a concept of law that
does not suppose that law can have any content whatsoever, and it is only because Hart makes that supposition that he can compartmentalize the different criticisms of the Separation Thesis and pick them off one by one.

Consider that in Part V of the 1958 essay Hart mentions ‘the normally fulfilled assumption that a legal system aims at some form of justice colours the whole way in which we interpret specific rules in particular cases, and if this normally fulfilled assumption were not fulfilled no one would have any reason to obey except fear (and probably not that) and still less, of course, any moral obligation to obey’.\(^6\) He goes on to say that if there were not some group that received the benefit of protection from the law, the system would ‘sink to the status of a set of meaningless taboos’ and ‘no one denied those benefits would have any reason to obey except fear and would have every moral reason to revolt’.\(^6\)

Now Hart in Part V is anticipating a Fullerian position that law has to comply with principles of legality to be law and that such compliance imparts a moral quality to the law. He concedes that legal orders do all overlap with morality in that they afford morally valuable protections to individuals, for example, in criminal law and property law. He also concedes that there is ‘in the very notion of law consisting of general rules, something which prevents us from treating it as if morally it is utterly neutral, …’ Generality, Hart says, requires ‘[n]atural procedural justice’ which consists of ‘principles of objectivity and impartiality in the administration of the law’ and ‘which are designed to ensure that rules are applied to only to what are genuine cases of the rule or at least to minimize the risks of inequalities in this sense’.\(^6\) But such concessions do not, Hart claims, undermine the Separation Thesis. The protections do not have to be afforded to everyone, and laws ‘that are hideously oppressive’ can be applied with ‘pedantic impartiality’.\(^6\)

However, this claim leaves in place and indeed sharpens the question raised by Part II of the 1958 essay. Why should we think that law, on the assumption that it more than the gunman writ
large, governs the lives of those in the group that gets no protection and who are deprived of it by hideously oppressive commands backed by force? And the concessions complicate Parts III and IV because if there are legal reasons for thinking that in the normal case ‘some form of justice colours the whole way in which we interpret specific rules in particular cases’, it seems to follow that judges confronted by an unjust law face a legal problem, not merely a clash between legal and moral duty. Such a problem requires them to ask, ‘Does the law really have that content despite the fact that the legislature seems in fact to have stipulated exactly it?’ And if their answer to the question is ‘Yes’, they are driven by legal duty to confront the Radbruch Formula, since if they apply that content to the oppressed group they are carrying out the gunman’s commands, not applying law.

The deep issue here is the question of the role of authority in Hart’s conception of law. If a central feature of law that any philosophy of law has to explain is law’s authority, legal positivism is faced with the puzzle of unjust law. If the commands of the powerful are incapable of sustaining a claim to be exercised with right on those subject to their power, the commands lack authority, and therefore lose any claim to legal status.

Hart would, of course, think that this argument merely reproduces Radbrich’s ‘naïveté’. And in *The Concept of Law*, he describes ‘an extreme case’ in which ‘the internal point of view with its characteristic use of normative legal language (This is a valid rule) might be confined to the official world’. Such a society, he goes on, might be deplorably sheeplike; the sheep might end in the slaughter-house.’ But, he adds, ‘there is little reason for thinking that it could not exist or for denying it the title of legal system’.65 Hart’s point is that if there is a rule of recognition and that rule certifies other rules as valid, the other rules have authority, whatever their content. But if the only reason those outside the official group follow the rules is that they are sheeplike, that is, they think that the fact that a rule has been validly made is reason enough to obey it, they are making the rather large mistake, on Hart’s own argument, of only ‘half digesting’ the message of legal positivism.
Moreover, the source of their mistake is in thinking that a ‘secondary’ rule of recognition imparts full legal authority to ‘primary’ rules, whatever their content, whereas in a ‘primitive society’ in which there are only primary rules, recognition as authoritative is content-dependent: ‘the rules must be widely accepted as setting critical standards for the behaviour of the group’.  

From a natural law perspective, the mistake is to suppose that rules have full legal authority, whatever full legal authority means, as long as the rules have been certified as valid. In contrast, a natural law position that argues that law’s authority is grounded on some moral basis beyond such certification will not make it so easy for individuals to become sheep. Nor, despite positivists’ claims to the contrary, need such a position lead to ‘obsequious quietism’ because individuals are asked to accept that law has a moral quality. Rather, the individuals have to weigh their legal/moral duty to obey the law against the dictates of conscience. This is a morally complex situation, the complexity of which can only be appreciated by a natural law position that explains why law has some moral quality to it that makes plausible law’s authority.

When Hart’s position is viewed through the lens of his responses to the issue of unjust law, we can appreciate not only why unjust law presents a puzzle for his version of legal positivism, but also why important developments within his tradition of legal philosophy make the puzzle more acute. I have in mind here primarily Raz’s argument that it is in the nature of law that law must claim legitimate authority and that judges are committed to endorsing that claim.

On this kind of argument, which seems to build moral aspirations into the concept of law, it is even more difficult to see how X could be law if it were unjust. It also becomes difficult to see how these are not developments in legal positivism that begin to blur the divide between it and natural law. It is for such reasons that, in my view, Hart in an essay followed an attack on Dworkin I shall sketch in the next section with vigorous resistance to Raz’s early thoughts along these lines.  

But my argument in this section has been that Hart himself blurred that divide and confronted legal
positivism with the puzzle of unjust law the moment he made the idea of authority central to the positivist account of the nature of law.

3. THE PUZZLE FOR DWORKIN

When Dworkin put judge Hercules at center-stage of his interpretivism, he both reconfigured the debate about unjust law and made himself vulnerable. On the one hand, he reconfigured the debate because the issue of unjust law had traditionally been seen as one about the appropriate stance of the individual—the legal subject—faced with such a law. On the other hand, because the moral quality seemed to come from the fact that correct answers to hard cases were those constructed in light of the best theory of the positive law, it also seemed that Dworkin made interpretivism hostage to facts about the positive law.

Consider that, on Dworkin’s view, interpretation has two dimensions, that of ‘fit’—What range of answers is plausibly consistent with as much as possible of the relevant positive law?’, and of ‘justification’, ‘What answer is given by the theory that best justifies that law?’ Dworkin was clear that justification is the more important dimension. A sounder justification should be preferred to a less sound one that fits more of the relevant positive law. But it seemed that if, on the dimension of fit, the social facts about the law of a jurisdiction overwhelmingly pointed to an underpinning immoral ideology of which the positive law was the instrument, on the other dimension the theory that best ‘justified’ the law would be one that showed it in a very bad moral light.

In his first response to this kind of challenge, Dworkin contemplated that a situation might arise where the ‘institutional right is clearly settled by established legal materials … and clearly conflicts with background moral rights’. The institutional right, he said, ‘provides a genuine reason, the importance of which will vary with the general justice or wickedness of the system as a whole,
for a decision one way, but certain considerations of morality present an important reason against it.

In this situation, he concluded, the only options open to the judge are to lie, by saying that ‘the legal rights are different from what he believes they are’, or to resign, which will ‘ordinarily be of little help’, or to stay in office and hope ‘against odds, that his appeal based on moral grounds will have the same practical effect as a lie would.’ Dworkin also said that he agreed with Hart’s argument for candour in the 1958 essay that it would be ‘unwise to make this lie a matter of jurisprudential theory’. Hence, the ‘accurate description’ is ‘that legal and moral rights here conflict’. And that description, Dworkin went on, applies to both easy and hard cases, so that ‘in spite of the influence that morality must have on the answer in a hard case’, ‘jurisprudence must report the conflict accurately, leaving to the judge both the difficult moral decision he must make and the lie he may be forced to tell’.

Hart seized on this set of remarks, as well as a passage in which he reports Dworkin’s concession that in a wicked legal system the “soundest theory of the law” would include morally repugnant principles sanctioning an absolutist dictatorship or morally odious policies like ‘blacks are less worthy of concern than whites’. In Hart’s view, these concessions ‘surrender the idea that legal rights and duties are a species of moral right and duties’, leaving Dworkin’s theory with the ‘truism’ that there will be a moral justification for good law but not for evil law, i.e. with a position ‘indistinguishable from legal positivism’.

The only answer Dworkin could have to this criticism, Hart thought, is the ‘last-ditch’ and ‘hopeless’ defense that individuals in a wicked legal system have a moral right that judges treat like cases alike, whether this is a matter of deciding a case by reference to settled law or by reference to the least bad principles underpinning unsettled law when the law is indeterminate. Since there can be no moral reason for repeating ‘past evil’, Hart concluded that this defence failed when it came to settled law. Dworkin’s moral terminology here amounted ‘an idle but confusing decoration to the
positivist simple conclusion’. And he added that when the law is unsettled, there can be no moral reason for extending principles merely because they are the least morally odious available.\(^\text{74}\)

Dworkin gave a two-part answer to what he regarded as the ‘uncharacteristic vehemence’ of Hart’s criticism,\(^\text{75}\) and the structure of that answer remained constant through to *Justice for Hedgehogs*. The first part was an *an hominem* criticism which I will not spend much time on here, both because Dworkin did not elaborate it, and because my detailed account of Hart in the last section was intended in part to explain why the criticism is on the mark. It is that if positivists wish to claim that legal philosophy clarifies how law makes the situation of a judge faced with applying an unjust law morally complex, they must suppose that the fact that there is law supplies a moral reason of some kind to the judge to apply the law. The fact that there is law either affects the moral situation, something Dworkin’s theory seeks to explain, or it is morally inert, as Hart seemed to insist, in which case the judge is not in a moral dilemma.\(^\text{76}\) The contribution of the last section is thus in part to show that Dworkin was right to claim that legal positivism finds itself in a dilemma on this issue. But, as I now explain, that contribution also prepares the way for seeing why Dworkin cannot on his own escape a similar dilemma.

Dworkin’s new argument confronts the situation of a judge starkly faced with a clearly unjust law, though he did, we should note, express doubts that such situations will easily arise.\(^\text{77}\) It supports a different set of options for the judge, replacing the previous three—lie, resign, apply the law and make a moral protest—with two. The judge declares the law invalid because it so unjust, not merely because of the injustice of the particular law, but because the law partakes of the pervasive injustice of a wholly illegitimate system. Alternatively, the particular law is unjust but the system is on the whole legitimate, or at least not altogether illegitimate, in which case the judge should recognize the law as valid, but refuse to apply it.
Dworkin’s argument uses the analogy of an ill-advised and vague promise. For example, I promise a friend who is also my employee to fire another employee.\textsuperscript{78} Suppose that the best interpretation of the promise is that it was made out of a flawed conception of friendship that required the employee be fired even if she had done nothing wrong. If one thinks there is any kind of moral reason to keep such a promise, that reason cannot depend on the principles that figured in working out its content; rather, it must have its source in the ‘morality of promise-keeping’\textsuperscript{79}.

On this analogy, one should see that it is a mistake to suppose with Hart that Dworkin’s account of ‘how legal rights are identified in hard cases’ supplies the reasons for supposing that those rights, ‘once identified, have some claim to be enforced in court’\textsuperscript{80}. In terms Dworkin coined later, Hart had mistaken the question that is the legal philosopher’s focus, the question of the ‘grounds of law’—the circumstances in which particular propositions of law should be taken to be sound or true’—with the political philosopher’s question about the ‘force of law’—‘the relative power of any true proposition of law to justify coercion in different sorts of exceptional circumstance’\textsuperscript{81}.

At least two questions arise from this set of claims. First, what could make it the case that an unjust legal system creates moral reasons? Second, does the answer to that question tell us why morally decent legal systems create moral reasons or does it apply only in the ‘exceptional circumstances’ of an unjust legal system?\textsuperscript{82}

Dworkin argues that if an unjust legal system is a source of moral reasons for judges to apply its laws that arises from the fact that there is a ‘general political situation’ such that ‘the central power of the community has been administered through an articulate constitutional structure the citizens have been encouraged to obey and treat as a source of rights and duties, and that the citizens have in fact done so’.\textsuperscript{83} But his point is only that if there were such reasons, the situation would be the source of the reasons, not that the fact that there was such a situation supplied reasons. Indeed,
in *Justice for Hedgehogs*, he says that since the Nazi order was wholly illegitimate it faced judges with a ‘prudential’ rather than a moral dilemma, because there was no force to Nazi edicts. In contrast, in the antebellum situation of American judges from northern states faced with a duty by constitutionally authorized Fugitive Slave Acts to return escaped slaves to their situation of slavery, there was a moral reason. The American legal order, Dworkin thinks we may assume, ‘was sufficiently legitimate so that its enactments generally created political obligations’.

The structuring fairness principles that make law a distinct part of political morality—principles about political authority, precedent, and reliance—gave the slaveholders’ claims more moral force than they otherwise would have had. But their moral claims were nevertheless and undoubtedly undermined by a stronger moral argument of human rights. So the law should not have been enforced.

Hence, it is better to say in this situation ‘what most lawyers would say that the Act was valid law but too unjust to enforce’. For that ‘expresses nuances’ that the claim that there was no law there ‘smothers’. ‘It explains why the judges confronted with the Act faced, as they said, a moral dilemma and not simply a prudential one’.

But there is something else that helps to explain why judges in both the Nazi era and in the antebellum American order faced a dilemma, however described, as long as they had moral convictions that condemned the injustice of the content of the artifact that confronted them. I use this term for the moment in an attempt not to prejudge whether the Fugitive Slave statutes were law and whether there were legal rights, because for the natural law side in the debate to call something ‘law’ implies that it supplies a special kind of moral reason to judges to enforce it, while for the other positivist side nothing of the sort is implied, since law is morally inert.

The artifact confronts the judges because it is produced in accordance with whatever formal procedures their political order recognizes to mark the distinction between, on the one hand, the
rights people think they should have, and, on the other, whatever it is they have in virtue of the artifacts that have in fact been produced. As Dworkin says, such a distinction can only be made ‘in a community that has developed some version of what Hart called secondary rules: rules establishing legislative, executive, and adjudicative authority and jurisdiction’. And it is rights of the latter sort—institutional rights—that ‘people are entitled to enforce on demand, without further legislative intervention, in adjudicative institutions that direct the executive power of sheriff or police’.88

Now despite my attempt to keep the description clean of talk of rights, it has crept in, as it does for Dworkin in the passage quoted above where he talks about the slaveholders’ ‘weak moral claims’. The problem is that he has at times insisted that there is law in these situations only in the ‘preinterpretive sense’. But there is then law in this sense across a political continuum of legal orders. These orders range from liberal democratic to liberal but not democratic to democratic but not liberal to thoroughly illegitimate. But there is a continuum because they all have secondary rules that make the distinction possible between law in this sense and the rights people should have. Of course, not all political orders have such rules, in which case they have no claim to be legal orders. But since Dworkin concedes that the presence of secondary rules gives rise to the distinction, he appears to concede everything to positivism, as we saw Hart argued. For Dworkin seems stuck with the truism that in good legal systems, those in which principles of enlightened morality have contingently been incorporated, legal rights are also moral rights.

Note that in response to a paper in a symposium on the manuscript of *Justice for Hedgehogs*, Dworkin said that the legitimacy of a legal order is ‘a matter of degree’ and that while it is possible to say in the abstract what a perfectly legitimate government would be, one that treats all citizens in accordance with the best moral conception of equal concern and respect, it is ‘harder to state a floor beneath which any purported government is wholly illegitimate’. He suggested that ‘a government is illegitimate in respect to a particular person it claims to govern if it does not recognize, even as an
abstract requirement, the equal importance of his fate or his responsibility for his own life’. In an illegitimate legal system it follows that the government has ‘no legitimacy’ for those in the oppressed group—‘they have no political obligation at all’. But the rest are in a ‘morally complex and difficult situation’. They might consider disobedience. But they still have an obligation to their fellow citizens to obey ‘those laws, fair in themselves, that maintain civil society …’

It thus follows from Dworkin’s concession that he is faced with the kind of ‘theoretical dilemma’ he diagnosed for Hart: the dilemma between saying that there is law for the oppressed group despite the fact that law supplies them with no moral reasons and saying that there is no law for that group because it fails to give them such reasons. That theoretical dilemma becomes a practical dilemma for judges who have to consider applying an artifact that they must see as legal to individuals who the judges know should not consider the artifact as legal. And given that, unlike both Hart and Raz, Dworkin supposes that law generally does supply moral reasons, as well as his embrace in *Justice for Hedgehogs* of the one-system picture of law and morality, the problem of unjust law might seem even sharper for his position than it is for theirs. Moreover, his responses to that problem at times seem to place him on the wrong side of the positivist/natural law divide in that he consigns the problem of the injustice of unjust law to morality, thus presupposing the two-systems picture of the relationship between law and morality that he wished to reject. I shall now sketch a way forward for Dworkin, one whose outline he had seen. However, he did not take it, in my view, because it requires combining his position with one that he thought he had good reason to reject—Fuller’s position that there is an internal morality of law.

4. FULLER REVISITED

Recall that Dworkin expressed some doubt that the situation of a judge starkly faced with a clearly
unjust law would easily arise. In a long footnote to that claim, Dworkin said that he needed to
distinguish more sharply than he had in his earlier work between ‘explanation’ and ‘justification’.93 In
his view, an explanation does not ‘provide a justification of a series of political decisions if it
presents, as justificatory principles, propositions that offend our ideas of what even a bad moral
principle must be like’.94 He also said that he has more confidence than he had in earlier work in
what he called the ‘screening power of the concept of a moral principle’. He claimed that the
requirement his theory imposes on judges—that they provide an argument that shows the legal
record in its best moral light—will tend to screen out or exclude morally unacceptable principles.95

However, Dworkin did not pursue this line of inquiry, other than by offering hypotheticals
in an illegitimate system like the Nazi one in which a judge could and should resist reasoning by
analogy from an explicitly unjust law. For example, in a private law dispute, an Aryan claims that in
tort law Jews are subject to strict liability while Aryans are not, because in contract law a statute
stipulates that only Aryans have remedies available to them in disputes with Jews. In such examples,
it seems clear that the case is hard because a discriminatory ideology evidently explains or fits one
area of private law, and perhaps much of the law of the system, but in the area in which the dispute
occurs, it is still possible to claim that individuals are entitled to equal concern and respect.96

However, the resource of a screening principle in tort law seems removable by a stroke of a
legal pen, whether by a discriminatory statute or by a ‘Dworkinian’ judgment that finds that Aryan
ideology overwhelmingly explains the rest of Nazi private law, not to mention public law, and hence
requires that in a hard case a judge should extend that ideology. At that point, or before, one should,
as we have seen Dworkin in Section 3 advise of a system that is arguably wholly illegitimate, decide
that the artifacts of the political system supply no moral reasons and are therefore not law.

We are thus returned to the positivist point from Section 2 that the existence of moral
resources in the law that make genuine justification possible is contingent. However, neither the
positivists nor Dworkin inquire into what happens to legal order when particular laws are used to consign a whole group to second class status, since they assume that the dispute is, as Dworkin liked to say, about law in the ‘doctrinal’ sense: what makes claims true or false about what the law of a particular place requires.97

As we have seen, it is the combination of the assumption that the debate is doctrinal with the assumption that philosophy of law must explain law’s authoritative nature that leads to the puzzle of unjust law. To move forward, we should return to a modified version of one of the alternatives for a judge faced with an unjust law that Dworkin discarded under fire from Hart: the judge who stays in office, applies the law under explicit protest, hoping, ‘against odds, that his appeal based on moral grounds will have the same practical effect as a lie would.’ But we must substitute ‘legal grounds’ for ‘moral grounds’ and to do this we need to see that there were more differences between Nazi Law and, say, American law than that the Nazis used their laws to achieve ends that are odious to an American.98

Fuller identified eight desiderata of the rule of law: generality, promulgation, non-retroactivity, clarity, non-contradiction, possibility of compliance, constancy through time, and, the one which he took to be the most complex, congruence between official action and declared rule.99 A system that fails completely to meet one of these requirements, or fails substantially to meet several, would not, in his view, be a legal system. It would not qualify as government under law—as government subject to the rule of law. Fuller’s claim is that compliance with the principles imbues law with an ‘inner’ or internal’ morality that makes a positive moral difference to all legal systems. Even a tyrant who wanted to govern through the medium of law would have to comply and this would preclude rule by arbitrary decree and secret terror, which, Fuller says, is the most effective medium for tyranny.100 However, Dworkin and the positivists argued both that only prudential reasons prevent a tyrant from making his unjust aims altogether explicit in the law at his command
and that compliance only serves to make those commands more effective, not, as Fuller argued, to
exert a moral discipline on law that provides a legal obstacle to such aims.  

Notice, however, that Fuller’s legal theory presents a kind of one-system picture since the
morality in question is internal, or already immanent in the law. In addition, Fuller’s morality is not
at the level of positive law, but at the level of formal criteria of legality. Indeed, Fuller could be taken
to agree with Hart against Dworkin that a general philosophy of law has to address this formal
level. There are ‘minimum conditions necessary and sufficient for the existence of a legal
system’. And we should recall that Hart at times seemed to suggest that Fuller’s criteria were
among such conditions, though he then hastened to add that they exert no moral discipline on the
content of the law.

Dworkin and legal positivists overlook the possibility that if law has to comply with such
criteria to a significant degree, it will in fact be the case that an interpretive model of the kind
Dworkin advocates will have significant traction in the positive law of any particular legal order.
Moreover, that model will not produce the perverse results that Hart thought undermined
Dworkin’s position, because, as Dworkin himself suggested, one should have more confidence in
the ‘screening power’ of moral principles. The basis for that confidence is that the principles are not
merely moral, but also legal: they are the principles of legality with which law must comply. Hence, if
legislators follow the ethos of law-making set out by the principles, the law that they make will be
interpretable by judges in a way that treats the individual subject to the law as someone with ‘dignity
as a responsible agent’.

These are theoretical claims, but I have elsewhere marshaled considerable evidence in favour
of them: studies of the apartheid legal order, 105 of the legal order of Weimar, 106 and of legal
responses to the threat of terrorism is the post 9/11 era. 107 These studies of legal experience show
that legislators who wish to address the individuals subject to their power as lacking ‘dignity as a
responsible agent’ have to adopt one of two strategies. Either they can explicitly state that aim, or they can delegate power to officials that permit the officials to achieve the same end, not because this end is explicitly stated in the empowering statute, but because official implementation of the statute is explicitly stated to be unreviewable by judges.

Both strategies use law to place individuals or groups of individuals beyond the reach of the law. But they do so in a way that does not comply with law’s form, in the first case by negating generality and its implicit commitment to formal equality before the law, in the second case by ensuring that there is no law with which official action has to be congruent. If the legislators adopt one or both of the strategies in not altogether explicit fashion, judges are under a duty to treat the law the legislators make to the extent possible as if it were intended to comply with their legislative ethos. As a result, if the form of law is to some extent respected, to that extent it will be interpretable in a way that respects the ‘dignity as a responsible agent’ of those subject to the law.

This conclusion shows why the principle of publicity exercises a moral discipline on the content of the law, and thus, as Fuller argued, why a tyrant who wishes to govern through law will find himself both legally and morally constrained. In addition, it helps to show why it is not merely a contingent fact that where law is present, so there will be interpretive resources available to judges of the sort Pappe found to exist in the Nazi era.

I also show in these studies that even in a legal order where there is no entrenched bill of rights, such defects in form can provide the legal basis for a judicial conclusion that the law is void or support treating an explicit provision in a statute as a legal nullity. Finally, the studies show that even when it is not the case that a judge has the legal resources available to declare invalid a statute that offends principles of legality, or to interpret the statute in such a way that the offence is either mitigated or removed, this does not mean that the statute is legally speaking unproblematic. Such a statute might be formally speaking valid in that it complies with rule-of-recognition type tests. But it
will offend against legal form in another sense—the sense of the principles of legality, observance of which gives law a particular form. If the judge finds that she has to uphold this statute, she can stay in office and take up Dworkin’s third option from his initial response to the challenge of a judge faced with applying an unjust law. She can make an explicit protest, but not only on moral grounds, since it is on grounds that are legal as well as moral.

Such a protest is quite powerful. Consider that an analogue of it is effective under the United Kingdom’s Human Rights Act (1998), which in section 3 requires that judges strain to interpret statutes to make them compatible with the human rights commitments of the statute, and in section 4 requires judges to make a declaration of incompatibility of the statute with the human rights commitments, if they cannot find an interpretation under section 3. If a section 4 declaration is made, a Minister of the Crown may in terms of section 10 of the Act amend the statute. And of course the legislature may amend it, or do nothing, though doing nothing puts the state in violation of its international legal commitment to the European Convention on Human Rights, a matter on which the European Court of Human Rights will eventually pronounce. But while I think it significant that in one jurisdiction such declarations have received positive responses from the legislature, more significant is why there have been such responses. On my view, the responses have much to do with the message otherwise sent to those affected by the offending statute that they are not fully within the jural community constituted by the legal commitments of the order to which they are subject.

To be both within the community for some purposes and without for others is to occupy a highly problematic legal status, that of second class subject or citizen. Second class status is much more legally problematic in one sense than the status of slavery, as long as slaves are relentlessly consigned to the status of objects or things. For if one is legally recognized as having status as a responsible agent for some purposes but not for others, the parts of the law that seem to relegate
one to second class status are thrown into doubt by those that do not in any case in which a challenge is brought to the former. It was on precisely this basis that human rights lawyers during the apartheid era put their challenges to the laws of apartheid. And it is worth remarking that such lawyers claimed Dworkin’s theory as a source of inspiration for their work in the standard example of the legal order that was often claimed by legal positivists to refute interpretivism. But my argument in this section has been that we need Fuller to understand how Dworkin’s theory could so serve.\textsuperscript{113}

Of course, the parts of the law that seem to relegate one to second class status can be used to throw into doubt those parts that do not, to the point where second class status for a group is so entrenched that the group is put beyond law’s reach. But then we need Fuller too, in order to understand that an illegitimate legal system is a ‘botched legal order’,\textsuperscript{114} first, because it will fail to solve the moral problems that only law can solve. But, second, it is also botched legally speaking. It is on the path to becoming something other than legal order, the order of a ‘prerogative state’\textsuperscript{115} in which arbitrary power reigns. Fuller was not, then, so ‘naïve’ when he suggested that there is ‘a considerable incongruity in any conception that envisages a possible future in which the common law would “work itself pure from case to case” toward a more perfect realization of iniquity’.\textsuperscript{116} Fuller might, however, seem naïve or simply wrong-headed in another respect, since his one-system picture of law and morality seems to presuppose a view that we work out what our morals are at the same time as we work out what the law is. But, as I shall now briefly suggest, that view has much to commend it.

5. LAW'S LABORATORY
I have argued that the puzzle of unjust law complicates the division in legal theory between natural law and legal positivism. The central figure here is the judge because of the obligation of judges to apply law that is based on facts that are contingent and may not be morally good. How can we square what seems like a standing judicial obligation to apply the law with the idea that that law has no guarantee to be something that ought to be applied? Hart tries to get out of the problem by minimizing the account of law’s authority so that there is no moral requirement to apply it, and Dworkin tries to get out of it by subordinating the factual dimension of law to the moral one and arguing that the criteria in the moral dimension determine the law. But the difficulties each encounters have the result that both are tempted to stray to the other side of the positivism/natural law divide.

In the last section, I suggested that the solution to the puzzle has to do with how principles of legality condition the content of law in a way that makes more plausible Dworkin’s claim that an argument that shows the legal record in its best moral light will not include morally unacceptable principles. But this suggestion seems to entail that what gets left in after the screening process is done is moral. It would follow that there is such a thing as ‘a moral legislature with competence to make and change morals, as legal enactments make and change law’, an idea which Hart said is ‘repugnant to the whole notion of morality’.117

I am not so sure that a version of this idea is at all repugnant, as long as we are prepared to adopt a certain kind of pragmatist view of moral inquiry, and in Justice for Hedgehogs, Dworkin endorsed the Peircean pragmatist view of inquiry as aimed at getting right answers.118 True or rational beliefs in any field of inquiry are those that survive the tribunal of experience, against the background of our current beliefs and principles. The settled beliefs that arise from this process of inquiry or deliberation are always provisional since they must be left vulnerable to revision in light of further experience.
I suspect, though, that Dworkin was not willing to embrace fully the implications of his endorsement of the idea that morals are an appropriate subject matter for inquiry.\textsuperscript{119} He rejects, in my view, the important pragmatist idea that our compulsory public morality—the morality that we feel is settled and important enough that it be put into law—is simply a subset of the set of judgments that have survived the tribunal of experience and inquiry. My claim here is that philosophy of law can help to show why that idea is plausible, as it shows us how fundamental principles of legality shape our inquiry. That is, our confidence in these compulsory moral judgments is in part built upon the principles contained in the institutional make-up of law.

I have in mind, first, the principle that requires that individuals have the right to ask an independent official for reasons why the law applies to them in a way that addresses them as beings with dignity as responsible agents, second, the principles that underpin legal mechanisms for changing law in a way that makes the judgments embedded in the law revisable in light of further experience. It is these kinds of principle that make it both possible for those who find themselves relegated by the law to second class status to ask a judge, ‘But how can that be law for me?’, and for an internal legal imperative to kick in that requires reform.\textsuperscript{120}

Fuller is again helpful at this point in his emphasis on the importance of impartial adjudicators in a rule-of-law order, in which the issues submitted to the adjudicators ‘[tend] to be converted into a claim of right or an accusation of guilt. This conversion is effected by the institutional framework within which both the litigant and the adjudicator function’.\textsuperscript{121} The process of reasoned argument requires the person making the argument to present it as more than a ‘naked demand’. It has to be presented as a ‘claim of right’, that is, as ‘supported by a principle’. And that has the consequence that ‘issues tried before an adjudicator tend to become claims of rights or accusations of fault’.\textsuperscript{122} Thus Fuller regards courts and other adjudicative institutions as ‘essential to the rule of law’. The ‘object of the rule of law is to substitute for violence peaceful ways of settling disputes.
Obviously peace cannot be assured simply by treaties, agreements, and legislative enactment. There must be some agency capable of determining the rights of the parties in concrete situations of controversy. Notice that for this adjudicative conversion process to take place, the law has to be convertible and that requires a prior conversion process. Legislation requires the reduction of a political program to the explicit terms of a statute and thus a conversion of policy into public standards, which produces a kind of legal surplus value. By this I mean that the legitimacy of official action in compliance with the statute is not simply that of compliance with a political policy that the demos or polis has determined to be appropriate. It is also the case that this conversion process adds value because it brings into being a particular type of public standard, one that permits the operation of the principles identified by Fuller as the desiderata of the inner morality of law, and which enables claims of right based on legal principle to be adjudicated. If the law is not convertible in this way, a problem is raised that is internal to legal order and that requires that those charged with maintaining the legal order in good shape consider reform.

Once law and legal order are understood in this way, an interesting relationship between law and background culture—the culture of what Hart called ‘positive morality’—comes into view. Consider that in nineteenth century Britain women were not wholly consigned by the law to second-class status. Those bits of the law that recognized their formal equality made problematic those bits that did not. It was just this kind of issue that led to debate and legislation in Britain, I think, about whether ‘he’ in statutory language was gender-neutral, an issue that resurfaced in Canada and in the Privy Council in the Persons case, about whether women counted as ‘persons’ appointable to the Senate. Looking back at the history of the subordination of women should make us more aware of the possibility of injustice in our present situation that we find difficult to see. And here legality can be useful against law, as it were. We might be able to detect moral problems that we should address.
because of inconsistencies and tensions in our legal treatment of groups.

These ideas require moving away both from a Dworkinian philosophical idiom in which law contains (or does not contain) moral principles that screen out repugnant ideologies and from a positivistic one that sees law as a mechanism that can, but need not, be used to transmit moral reasons to legal subjects. It requires a move to an idiom that describes law as a process that in part constitutes our inquiry about what moral judgments we should make. One reason to make this move is that the new idiom accurately describes the way that we mostly talk about the law. The law is a part of our moral fabric. It may require revision, even overthrow, as experience dictates. But this does not distinguish it from other beliefs and theories interwoven into that moral fabric. Moreover, it seems to me that it is only within that idiom that we can describe perspicuously what otherwise seem to be two intuitions that are at war with each other in situations of legalized injustice—that law is both a matter of fact and of authority.

Dworkin should therefore have retained in the final version of *Justice for Hedgehogs* the thought from the manuscript that it is counterintuitive to suppose that ‘most of the subjects of most of the political communities over history had no moral duty to obey the laws of their community’. The pulling apart of moral duty from legal duty is only apt when massive revision or revolution is being undertaken. In the absence of the need for such revolution, our moral and legal lives are completely and utterly intertwined. It is in that intertwine ment that the redemptive power of the law—its capacity to reform itself from within—resides.
6. CODA: TAKING LAW SERIOUSLY

The title of this section is a play on one of the main events in philosophy of law in the 20th century, the publication of Ronald Dworkin’s *Taking Rights Seriously*. These now somewhat neglected essays are, in my view, Dworkin’s most exciting contribution to philosophy of law, for they required legal philosophers to start responding to the challenge Dworkin posed—that law is best understood as a matter of political principle.

In the ‘Introduction’, which has received little attention, Dworkin presented the arguments of the book as swimming against the tide of what he called the ‘ruling theory of law’. This was Jeremy Bentham’s combination in one general theory of law of a normative part, i.e. utilitarianism, and a conceptual part, positivist legal theory. According to Dworkin, in the second half of the twentieth century this general theory had split into two separate endeavours, on the one hand, law and economics, i.e. the investigation of law as a mechanism for maximising utility, and on the other, Hartian legal positivism. In the last few years, however, the tide has turned dramatically. Not only is philosophy of law taking rights seriously, as Dworkin advocated, but it is taking them so seriously that law is vanishing from the scope of legal philosophical inquiry. The challenge is now that the moral turn is so sharp that legal theorists should now consider taking law seriously.

For almost 40 years after the publication of *Taking Rights Seriously*, I want to claim, it seems clear that Dworkin not only succeeded in getting philosophers of law to respond to his challenge, but also to accept that he is right. I would not have made the same claim ten or so years ago when several prominent legal theorists of a positivist persuasion were asserting that Dworkin’s position had been so thoroughly refuted that legal philosophy, otherwise known as legal positivism, could get on with the task of elaborating the important conceptual problems they had identified untroubled by naïve natural lawyers.
But now we have Scott Shapiro arguing that a moral ideal is part of the concept of law so that law has to be understood in terms of a master plan to serve that ideal. Mark Greenberg arguing that legal obligations are a subset of moral obligations, and Scott Hershovitz that our legal practices do not generate obligations that are distinctively legal, but at best moral rights and obligations some of which we label legal. Even Joseph Raz, Dworkin’s arch antagonist in the debates over these last 40 years, has said that when we make the assumption that our legal system is legitimate and binding, ‘we cannot separate law from morality as two independent points of view, for the legal one derives what validity it has from morality.’ It follows for him that judges are subject to law only when they are subject to morality.

That is a big assumption. But Raz, while saying that of course not all legal systems do ‘enjoy moral legitimacy’, nevertheless proceeds on the ‘assumption that the legal systems we are considering enjoy such legitimacy’. He does not specify what these systems are. But his assumption here is not that distant from a line we saw appeared in the manuscript version of Justice for Hedgehogs, though not in the book, in which Dworkin said that it would be counterintuitive to think that ‘most of the subjects of most of the political communities over history had no moral duty to obey the laws of their community’. Finally, for some time now, legal positivists have been asserting, implausibly it seems to me, that Hart never defended the Separation Thesis—that there is no necessary connection between law and morality.

So it seems that Dworkin’s challenge was so successful that there are hardly any legal positivists left. Indeed, some legal philosophers, Mark Greenberg and Scott Hershovitz, want to go beyond Dworkin to the point where, to put things a little provocatively, it seems that all that matters is morality. We need no longer, that is, worry about law. At least, we need not worry about it in the sense in which Hart and Dworkin worried about it: that there is, as Hershovitz puts it, a distinct
domain of legal quasi-normativity that requires explanation—that there are ‘distinctively legal rights, obligations, privileges, and powers, which can and do differ from their moral counterparts’.138

That we need to ask whether we should as philosophers of law take law seriously seems a rather strange proposition. But suppose that it were the case that emotivism of a very pure kind is correct as a matter of meta-ethics. Then philosophers interested in ethics should study the emotions if they want to understand the role that moral judgments play in our lives. Similarly if we want to understand the role that law plays in our lives, and since that role is to give us a kind of reason for action, and since we don’t have such reasons unless they tell us what we should in any case do morally speaking, we should study what we should do morally speaking if we want to study law.

Law need not drop completely out of the picture, just as emotivists are often concerned to explain the way in which our moral judgments have a structure that can’t be reduced to the mere effects of our emotional responses to the world. Indeed, I think it worth noting that emotivists might be more concerned with the question of what gives our moral judgments a distinct shape or form that explains why we have to take them seriously than those moral realists who proceed from the assumption that there are moral facts in the world.139 And it is this kind of moral realism that seems to me to lie behind what we can think of as the moral turn in legal theory.

On their one-system picture, as Hershovitz and Greenberg appear to understand it, no wicked law could provide a reason for a judge to enforce it. And, as we have seen, Dworkin seems to vacillate between the one and the two-system picture in responding to the problem of the wicked legal system. A useful distinction has been drawn in this regard by Nicos Stavropoulous in the entry ‘Legal Interpretivism’ in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy between ‘hybrid interpretivism’ and ‘pure non hybrid interpretivism’.140 Hybrid interpretivism is really Hartian legal positivism plus a Dworkinian theory of adjudication.141 That is, we identify the relevant legal materials using the rule of recognition, and then try to come up with an answer that shows the materials in their best light by
setting out a scheme of principles that justifies the materials and the answer. Stavropolous suggests that this methodology is not faithful to the basic interpretivist idea that the legal relevance of institutional practice is fundamentally explained by some political ideals.\textsuperscript{142}

Pure interpretivism, in contrast, asks in what way institutional history is relevant, with the answer determined by moral facts.\textsuperscript{143} Note it is the institutional history that we in fact have that is the subject, not the institutional history we would like to have. The question then arises: Why start with that history? Stavropolous says that the reason has to do with the legality of a claim—only claims grounded in past institutional practices are permissibly recognized and enforced. And he notes that there is some similarity to Kelsen’s view that legality is at bottom a boundary separating permissible coercion exercised in the name of the community and impermissible coercion not so exercised.\textsuperscript{144}

In this perspective, law does not drop out of the picture altogether. Hershovitz, for example, claims that legal philosophy should be concerned with practical questions, not metaphysical ones—how do our legal practices affect our moral rights, obligations, privileges, and powers? That is, there does seem to be something called law that is playing an independent role in our inquiry. Indeed, it seems significant that when it comes to the Fugitive Slave Act, Hershovitz says that ‘Whatever its moral faults, it was a duly enacted statute and our working theory is that federal marshalls are legally obligated to enforce it.’\textsuperscript{145} But he also says that there could be no moral obligation to enforce the statute, and therefore no legal obligation either. Moreover, he says that we should say of the federal marshals who were charged with enforcing the Act that they have an obligation to enforce the Acts of Congress unless these Acts are morally repugnant. But we don’t, he adds, want such officials thinking of themselves as moral arbiters of the Acts of Congress. That is, it is morally permitted, even required, to build some ‘moral obtuseness’ into the system. Hershovitz then adds that it is good if the marshals experience conflict and even recognize that there are occasions for stepping outside
their role and declining to enforce a statute. So one can after all distinguish, or so he claims, between legal and moral obligations. We can see ourselves as subject to legal obligations to do things that we morally ought not to do.\textsuperscript{146}

But I don’t think that there is any path out of what Hershovitz calls the ‘fly-bottle’ of ‘quasi normativity’ here.\textsuperscript{147} At most, he seems to be reinventing Radbruch—extreme injustice is no law, with the reservation that only supreme or superior courts are well placed to make that judgment. But notice that that reservation pushes him in a different direction. Suppose that the fugitive slave he imagines found no friendly abolitionist lawyer to take the matter beyond the summary procedure that certified that his rendition was lawful. The fugitive slave has been told of pure interpretivism and protests to the marshall as he is led off in shackles that what the marshall is doing is illegal. But the marshall responds as we saw Austin did to the man on his way to be executed for some trivial offence. So my suggestion is that Hershovitz finds himself in the same dilemma detected earlier for both Hart and Dworkin between the Radbruchian claim that law ceases to be law when extremely unjust and the Austinian claim that the injustice cannot in and of itself affect the validity of law.

I think it is noteworthy that Austin’s claim is at the centre of a new book by one of the last ‘old school’ legal positivists, Frederick Schauer’s, \textit{The Force of Law}.\textsuperscript{148} That book, which seeks to vindicate the command model of law, relies entirely on the idea of force as coercive force, that is, not on the idea of the force of authority. But it seems to me to be the flip side of what we can think of moral realist, pure interpretivism. One obeys the law, Schauer claims, only if one’s exclusive reason for obeying the law is the law’s say-so. If I have reasons for doing what the law tells me to do that are independent of the fact that law so commanded me, for example, I think that doing that thing is in any case the right thing to do, I have not obeyed the law: ‘there is a crucial difference between doing something because of the law and doing something for law-independent reasons that happens to be consistent with the law.’\textsuperscript{149}
Schauer thus rejects Hart’s claim that we should replace Holmes’s ‘bad man’, who wants to know what the law is simply to avoid the pain that attends non-compliance, with the ‘puzzled man’, who wants to know what the law requires not so he can know what he can get away with, but in order to do what is required by the law -- sanctions, punishment, and coercion aside. Schauer concludes that Hart, in framing the issue of obedience as an opposition between the bad man--who cares only for self-interest--and the puzzled man--who wants to know what the law is so he can follow it--ignored the ‘moral person’, the person who acts for reasons other than self-interest, but who does not need the motivations or prescriptions or instructions of the law to get her to do so.

The difference between Schauer’s moral person and Hershovitz’s and Greenberg’s position is only that Schauer has no doubt about the legal status of the wicked law and is interested in establishing why it is that it counts as a valid law. Schauer, to put things differently remains concerned with the law. It is not, however, that I think that Schauer has well understood the model of law he is trying to resurrect. Schauer paraphrases the passage quoted from Austin as saying that Austin was ‘insisting that a defendant’s view of the morality or justice of a law was largely beside the point. The hangman has the last word. More specifically, Austin was arguing against Blackstone’s spare version of natural law theory, according to which an unjust law is no law at all’. Schauer goes on:

although Austin, as with Bentham before him, fully recognized the possibility of criticizing the law – evaluating its merit or demerit – he recognized as well that a subject’s ability to criticize the substance of the law was largely irrelevant to the operation of the law as it actually existed. For Austin the legal system was not a debating society. It was not the place where a law’s merit or demerit could be discussed, and that was precisely and only because the law possessed the means of enforcing its view of a law’s merit and validity.
Schauer is, however, mistaken at the level of sheer description of the way legal systems familiar to us work. The legal system is in significant part a debating society as its courts and tribunals are sites where lawyers and others debate amongst other things the question of what the law is. And on a Dworkinian approach, the issue in such debates is at one and the same time what the law is in light of a conception of what it ought to be.

While Bentham and Austin rejected this kind of interpretive understanding of the judicial role, they did agree that the legal system is in significant part a debating society. The difference between them is that Bentham, who held in contempt the legal elites of his day, wanted to eradicate this kind of debate to the greatest extent possible and, by stripping judicial decisions of precedential force, to ensure that to the extent such debate took place it had minimal legal effect. In contrast, Austin distrusted democracy because he thought that the masses were ill-educated and trusted judges. So Austin was content with the fact, as he saw it, that such debate is quite central to legal order.

What Bentham and Austin principally shared is a conception of law as a transmitter from lawmaker to legal subject of the content of the judgments of those best suited to calculate overall utility. Where they differed, as just indicated above, is in their location of utilitarian expertise. But once the judgment is made, it must be transmitted to those subject to it in a way that permits its content to be preserved untarnished by the moral judgments of others involved in implementing the judgments. Correspondingly, the legal subjects who are supposed to comply with the judgments must be able to do so for reasons other than their moral endorsement of the content of particular laws or their views about the legitimacy of the system as a whole. Sanctions are the most efficient way of motivating such compliance.

In other words, the command model of law and its particular conception of law as a command backed by the sanctions of a legally unlimited commander, the content of which can be
determined as a matter of factual reasoning, is shaped by the substantive normative concerns of Bentham and Austin’s utilitarian political theories. Moreover, with that shaping certain theoretical questions are excluded, most significantly questions about the authority of law that have to do with claims of right or legitimacy internal to the legal order. Elites rule legitimately when they make judgments that accord with utility, a matter that can only be adjudicated externally.

We are back at this point with what we saw Dworkin termed a general theory of law, one that unites a normative with a conceptual part. Notice that on this understanding of legal positivism, it is a one-system theory, and indeed a kind of pure interpretivism. But it does not have the effect of making philosophical inquiry into law redundant. It is a kind of pure interpretivism because the theory of law it provides answers to is driven by a fundamental political ideal that tells us why legal materials have to be taken seriously, and further, offers a conception of how to understand such materials—as positive law—and of how to interpret them—in a way that accords with plain facts. Hence, the kind of pure interpretivism that it is requires philosophical inquiry into law in order to work out the structure of legal obligations that flow from this kind of political ideal as well as the role of different legal officials and of legal subjects. And I suspect that this comes about because its interpretivism is at base political rather than moral, which seems to require an account of legal obligations that does not reduce them to all things considered moral obligations.

Dworkin, as we know, contested this one-system theory at every level. In the Introduction to *Taking Rights Seriously*, he said that chapters 1-3, which included the critique of legal positivism for not being able to account for the role of principles in legal argument, contained his conceptual critique of legal positivism, and that chapter 4, ‘Hard Cases’, provided a bridge between the conceptual part and the normative theory of rights outlined in the rest of the collection. Dworkin said of chapter 4 that the most important distinction in that chapter is between two forms of political rights: background rights against the community as a whole and more specific institutional
rights that hold against a decision made by a specific institution. ‘Legal rights may then’, he said, ‘be identified as a distinct species of a political right, that is, an institutional right to the decision of a court in its adjudicative function’.

This distinction between legal rights and background rights, with its insistence that legal rights are still genuine political rights that supply moral reasons for enforcement and obedience, persists all the way to the centre of his short chapter on ‘Law’ in *Justice for Hedgehogs* and it gives him something in common with Bentham and Austin perhaps because, as I just suggested, his interpretivism is at base political rather than moral.

I will not in this coda attempt to defend the distinction between political and moral theories of law, but do want to say something about the distinction which seems to flow from it—that between our legal rights and our political rights. For to rid philosophy of law of that second distinction is, as I have indicated, to rid it of law. But we can, in my view, maintain our interest in the important social artefact of legal order and law if we change and complicate the normative question that is usually taken to be central to philosophy of law, the question whether there is a moral obligation to obey the law. As legal positivists generally understand this question, it amounts to—‘Should I obey the law, whatever its content?’ If there is no such duty, as legal positivists who follow Hart argue, then it would seem that I am under a duty to obey the law only when it has a content that is morally attractive or at least not obnoxious, or if—as might be the case—I know it will do more harm than good to disobey the law because others are relying on my obedience.

But as Schauer has recently argued at length, if I do $x$ because $x$ is in any case the right thing to do, for example, I do not shoplift, I am obeying my conscience, not the law that prohibits shoplifting. Notice that the individual here—the ‘moral person’-- is hardly if at all different from Hobbes’s ‘Foole’, for the moral person obeys the law only when she disapproves of its content and the sanctions that attend disobedience are so great that he decides to fall into line with its prescriptions. But in Hobbes’s view, what makes one a Foole is that one elevates one’s private
conscience over the public conscience of the law, and not the content of that private conscience, that is, whether one acts out of moral principle or expediency. The Foole, the anarchist, the moral person, and Oliver Wendell Holmes’s ‘bad man’, who wants to know what the law is simply to be able to factor the consequences of disobedience into his calculation of what he should do, are brothers if not identical twins.

Hart, as we know, thought that legal theory needed a non-reductive account of legal obligation. Most famously, he introduced the idea of the ‘internal point of view’ to Anglophone philosophy of law, the point of view of the officials of a legal system, who perform their roles in the system not because they fear sanctions, but because they think this is the right thing to do. Now Hart was keen to emphasize that the reasons the officials might have for adopting the internal point of view are so various that one should not suppose that moral endorsement of the law of their order was an existence condition of a legal order, though he did think that the internal point of view of officials was such a condition. In Hart’s view, only the legal officials of society needed to have the internal point of view. And as we saw, in *The Concept of Law* he described ‘an extreme case’ in which ‘the internal point of view with its characteristic use of normative legal language (This is a valid rule) might be confined to the official world’. Such a society, he goes, on, might be deplorably sheeplike; the sheep might end in the slaughter-house.’ But, he added, ‘there is little reason for thinking that it could not exist or for denying it the title of legal system’.159

The internal point of view of the legal subject is largely missing in action from *The Concept of Law*. The main discussion is in Hart’s remarks about the ‘puzzled man’ who wants to know what the law simply in order to do what is required by the law. Hart had nothing more to say about the puzzled man, but he seems clearly to be the equivalent of the legal official and would exist in large numbers in legal orders that were not on some continuum of wickedness. Presumably, Hart would argue as he did with respect to officials that the reasons puzzled men might have for adopting the
internal point of view are so various that one should not suppose they morally endorse the law of their order, though in their case there is no need for Hart to make this point since their internal point of view is not an existence condition of a legal order. But we can infer nothing from the book about how the necessarily present internal point of view of the officials relates (or not) to the internal point of view of the subjects when the latter contingently have such an internal point of view.

Yet another a figure was introduced by Raz to Anglophone philosophy of law, Kelsen’s ‘legal man’ who adopts ‘the law as his personal morality, and as exhausting all the norms he accepts as just’.\(^{160}\) Raz deployed this version of the internal point of view in his own work, because he thought it is required to understand both that all legal systems claim to have legitimate authority and that the officials of the systems have to give the appearance of allying themselves with this claim. The officials—those who ‘use’\(^{161}\) the law—have to at least pretend to believe that the laws they enforce are just, even if they do not in fact so believe.\(^{162}\) They thus act as if they adopt the point of view of the legal man, even if they in fact do not. So here we do see a relationship.

As I indicated above, Hart was rather uncomfortable with this idea because he thought that philosophy of law should do without legitimacy talk. But mostly unremarked by those who read his 1958 essay is that in describing with approval Bentham’s position on the relationship between law and morality, Hart said of Bentham that his ‘general recipe for life under the government of laws was simple: it was “to obey punctually; to censure freely”’.\(^{163}\) Legal positivists who follow Hart generally think of legal obligations as morally inert, as creating a legal but no moral obligation. Indeed, John Gardner who succeeded Dworkin in the Chair of Jurisprudence in Oxford, goes so far at to claim that legal obligations are ‘normatively inert’,\(^{164}\) that is, they are norms that lack any normative force. This is a curious idea, the flipside of the equally curious idea that if the norms have any force that must because they reflect the moral norms that apply to us anyway. But for the moment I want to
note that the man whose recipe it is to obey the law punctually while reserving the right freely to criticize is someone who is generally willing to subordinate his private conscience to the public one. And it is this figure who should, in my view, be put at the centre of philosophy of law.

I shall call this figure the ‘just man’ and he is introduced by Hobbes in chapter 15 of *Leviathan* immediately following the discussion of the Foole: ‘A Just man … is he that taketh all the care he can, that his Actions may be all Just’. He thus contrasts with the unjust man, i.e. the Foole, whose ‘Will is not framed by the Justice, but by the apparent benefit of what he is to do’. Chapter 15 contains Hobbes’s most elaborate discussion of the laws of nature and Hobbes’s just man is someone who abides by the laws of nature in the state of nature even though that puts him at severe risk. Thus Hobbes says that what ‘gives to humane Actions the relish of Justice, is a certain Noblenesse or Gallantnesse of courage, (rarely found,) by which a man scorns to be beholding for the contentment of his life, to fraud, or breach of promise’.

Hobbes suggests that in the state of nature it is irrational so to behave. Things are, however, very different once civil society is established because in the civil condition all have the security and stability to be just men without putting themselves at risk, and moreover, there is no more to justice than the law’s prescriptions. From this point on an individual who is subject to the law of a sovereign should see that ‘the law is the publique Conscience, by which he hath already undertaken to be guided.’

The just man, unlike the Foole, accepts that the law is a public conscience. But he is not doomed by Hobbes to taking an uncritical stance towards the law, for the question the just man asks does not suppose that the law has a content that is both determinate and fixed. The just man’s question is the one indicated earlier, ‘But how can that be law for me?’ It presupposes an individual who regards him or herself as under a duty to obey the law because government under law serves the Enlightenment ideal of liberty and equality before the law. In this case, the particular law appears
to have a content at odds with that ideal. Hence, the just man finds him or herself in a dilemma because private and public conscience pull in different directions.

On the one hand, there is law that the just man considers legitimate. On the other hand, there is the fact that the law appears to have a content that undermines its legitimacy. But because of that fact, the just man does not accept the apparent content at face value. Rather, he asks as of right an independent official who has authority to interpret the law both to pronounce on what the content is, and to justify that pronouncement as a concretization of the ideal. If the just man cannot get a satisfactory answer to that question, he will find himself in the position of wondering whether he is a full member in the jural community, whether, that is, he is a second class citizen not treated as equal before the law.

In resurrecting the just man for philosophy of law, I wish to pick up on a line of thought that runs from Hobbes to Hart and that addresses a tension I believe to be central to philosophy of law and indeed to political philosophy as a whole, since I take with Dworkin philosophy of law to be a branch of political philosophy—that part of political philosophy that seeks to understand the mediation by law of the relationship between individual and state. Hobbes starts *Leviathan* by claiming that his argument will steer a middle course between those who ‘contend for too great liberty’ and those who contend for ‘too great authority’. Those who contend for too great liberty are the republicans of his day who reject the idea that they are subject to the authority of a state which they do not control, whereas those who contend for too much authority are the royalists who claim that the monarch rules by divine right. Hobbes’s project is to explain the authority of the modern, secular, highly centralized state, one that claims a legitimate monopoly on violence, because state coercion happens by legal warrant through issuing authoritative directives to those subject to law.
That same theme resurfaces in Hart’s 1958 essay in which he claimed that the virtue of his legal positivist position is that, following Bentham, it avoids the dangers of anarchism, on the one hand, and ‘obsequious quietism’, on the other. The virtue arises out of the way legal positivism is able to explain the state as both a matter of highly centralized power and as an entity that exercises that power through authority. In sum, the project of understanding the transformation of power into authority brought about by the establishment of the legally constituted state is common to both Hobbes and to Hart, as is the theme that one has to understand the state’s authority in a way that claims neither too much nor too little when it comes to evaluating its normative force.

The theme also surfaces at the end of Isaiah Berlin’s famous essay ‘Two Concepts of Liberty’, when he said that the mark of a ‘civilized man’ is to be able to ‘realize the relative validity of one’s convictions … and yet stand for them unflinchingly’. Put differently, the mark of a good citizen is to accept the verdict of democracy even when it conflicts with his own view of what is right, but without thereby supposing that he has now to change his view. Berlin continued that to ‘demand more than this is perhaps a deep and incurable metaphysical need; but to allow it to determine one’s practice is a symptom of an equally deep, and more dangerous, moral and political immaturity.’

In many respects, these sentiments resonate with those to be found in the work of Weimar-era social democrats or left liberals, who were committed to the success of Germany’s first experiment in democratic constitutionalism. Notably, the sentiments resonate in Kelsen’s work, in particular his account of the way in which a principle of legality plays a role in sustaining a commitment to democracy in an age in which citizens have to negotiate the ‘torment of heteronomy’. This is the tension that arises out of the fact that the individual who rightly knows that he is sovereign when it comes to judging the good has to find reasons to submit to the sovereign decisions of the collectivity, even when these decisions conflict with the individual’s
strongly held views about what is right. The stance recommended by such thinkers asked the citizen to recognize both the primacy she should give to her own judgments and that in a secular era those judgments have to be viewed as relative to the individual, with the consequence that the collective understanding of the common good must trump the individual’s. Such an ethical stance will lead both to a valuation of positive law, in particular to rule by the statutes enacted by a democratic parliament that are general in form and that apply for the most part prospectively, so that legal subjects may guide their conduct by the law.173

This kind of position does not indulge in what Raz once called an ‘excessive veneration’ of the law, for there is a gap between excessive veneration and other positive attitudes.174 If a government that observes the rule of law has by that fact to observe a discipline of legality that improves the lives of those subject to the law then law would deserve our respect because of its moral qualities, even if we recognized that particular bad laws might have in the end no moral claim on us because their immoral content so clearly outweighs the moral quality they necessarily have as law. Of course, if there is reason to accord law moral weight just because it is law, that reason complicates our moral deliberations more than if law had no such weight. But if there is such reason the conclusion that the law is too unjust to be obeyed is still perfectly open to us, as long as the reason does not lead to excessive veneration.

Indeed, we might even think there is such reason in the face of the fact that governments have used, and will no doubt in the future use, law as an instrument of quite systematic immoral policy. This fact would make us not want to venerate, let alone excessively venerate, law. But still we might think that when we condemn such immorality we do so because the overwhelming badness involved in a systematic use of law as an instrument of immorality easily outweighs the moral good that government under law must nevertheless do. We might even say that what has gone wrong is
not only the institutionalization of injustice, but also the fact that law has been made the instrument of injustice. Notice in this regard that we usually think it appropriate to speak of government abusing the form of law to promote immoral policies, and not of a simple use, which implies that the legal form is generally better suited to promoting something worthy of our respect.

In sections 4 and 5 above, I suggested some reasons why legal form might have such substantive implications. And my intuition is that if Fuller and also Kelsen were brought properly into the Anglophone debate in philosophy of law we might be able to appreciate why legal positivism, at times despite itself, is engaged in the same project of working out what the substantive implications of legality are.175
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